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Invitation to 

 Sheng Zhen Teacher Training 
NORWAY   # 43 

July 23 - August 2, 2018 

Dear Friends, 

Warm greetings from the International Sheng Zhen Society. 

It is with great joy that we invite you to participate in the Teacher Training Workshop in Norway 2018. 
As in the previous Teacher Training Courses, we hope to inspire Sheng Zhen practitioners to share the gifts of 
the Sheng Zhen practices.  This upcoming event promises to support one’s practice and teaching abilities with 
practical teaching techniques. Furthermore, it aims to introduce a broader perspective of Sheng Zhen as a whole  
and assist in enriching one`s understanding of the practice. 

Master Li Junfeng with assistance of Li Jing, will conduct the 10 –days Teacher Training Workshop. 
The main focus will be on deepening our understanding of Sheng Zhen. 

In this training, Master Li will introduce the knowledge and application of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM).  
Students will gain a working knowledge of TCM, as well as how to implement hand-healing techniques for 
purposes of self-healing. 

Master Li Junfeng  will also have a Weekend class in Oslo July 21-22,
More information about this will be on www.shengzhen.no or you can contact btorkeha@online.no 
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http://www.shengzhen.no


WHEN? 

July 23-August 2 

July 23:  Arrival. Check in and registration starts from 14:00 o’clock. 
 dinner.at 18 o’clock. Information meeting and training afterwards. 

July 24-Aug 1    :  Teacher Training. 
August 2:       Teacher Training ends after breakfast. 

WHERE? 

The venue is Hadeland Folkehøyskole, Brandbu. 
We will be staying in a holistic boarding school for young people. The school is situated in Brandbu, 70 km. north 
of Oslo, between  two old volcanoes, and near a big lake, Randsfjorden. There are good connections with busses 
and trains from Oslo International Airport ( Gardermoen ) to Brandbu. 
The village Brandbu is a 10 min. walk from the school, where you can find a bank, a post office, health food store 
and several shops and some cafes/restaurants. 

The area around the school is rich in history and culture. There are many remains from the Stone Age, Middle 
Ages and time of the Vikings. An old stone circle and Viking grave mounds are to be found in the local 
countryside. The old Pilgrims path from Oslo to Trondheim goes straight through the schoolyard and the area has 
many old churches. Many artists have settled in this beautiful landscape and are selling their works locally.  
 It is about a 20 min. walk to the nearest beach. There are also 2 restaurants near the beach. 
The accommodation consists of single and double bedrooms. The school has a large practice hall, a meditation 
room and other available rooms for practice. Wire less internet. Food served will be for both vegetarians and non-
vegetarians.  
You will receive more information about the place and how to get there later. 
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www.visitnorway.com   

http://www.visitnorway.com


AIRPORT- How to get there 

The most convenient airport is Gardermoen Airport, OSLO.  
You can take the airport bus or train to Oslo Central station,( 25-17 min) and from there, take the bus directly to 
Brandbu.( 1,5 hours) Then take a Taxi to the school (5- min) or walk . 
By car, it`s  about 1 hour drive from the airport or  1,5 hour from Oslo. 
More details will be given after signing up. 

INVESTMENT  

The 10 days TT fee is:  
EURO 1880, - per person in a double room   
EURO 1950,- single room  
This includes  accommodation, 3 meals and training fees. 

We have both single and double rooms ( 2 persons in a room) If you wish to have a single room, please notice  -
first priority is given to the ones who signs up first, since they are limited. Maximum participants are 50. 

- Family members can also stay at a special price during TT if rooms are available:
535 N kroner pp.per night in a double room, including 3 meals.
Note we don’t use EURO in Norway, only Norwegian Kroner.
( 1 Euro= about 9,5- kroner, 1 US $ =  about 8,5- kroner , jan 2018)

Your local contact 
Birgit Torkehagen 
Spaangbergveien 21 A , 0853 Oslo, Norway 
0047-23 00 99 93.   0047- 905 97 038.     btorkeha@online.no  

Teacher training participants will receive a confirmation of acceptance to  join the TT within 2 weeks. 
Seminar participants will also receive a conformation of acceptance within 2 weeks after March 1. 
Once your application has been accepted, follow the payment procedure, that we will send you later. 

APPLICATION deadline: MAY 1 
PAYMENT deadline : JUNE 1 

HOW TO PAY 

Payment process: Full details will be emailed to you 
Please send the fee of EURO 1880 ( double room ) or EURO 1950  ( single room ) before May 31 to: 

Europeans:  ISZS Euro account 

Norwegians may pay to the Norwegian Sheng Zhen account the equivalent amount in Norwegian Kroner. 

Americans may pay to the American Sheng Zhen account the equivalent amount in US dollars. 

We hope to hear from you soon and look forward to seeing you in summer 2018. 
You will receive more detailed information after registration. 

With warm blessings, 
International Sheng Zhen Society , 

Local Organizers: Bibbi ( Birgit) Torkehagen and Ann Caldecourt 
International Sheng Zhen Society Foundation Norway 
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